Quick Response QR barcode detection in nonarbitrary environment is still a challenging task despite many existing applications for finding 2D symbols. The main disadvantage of recent applications for QR code detection is a low performance for rotated and distorted single or multiple symbols in images with variable illumination and presence of noise. In this paper, a particular solution for QR code detection in uncontrolled environments is presented. The proposal consists in recognizing geometrical features of QR code using a binary large object-(BLOB-) based algorithm with subsequent iterative filtering QR symbol position detection patterns that do not require complex processing and training of classifiers frequently used for these purposes. The high precision and speed are achieved by adaptive threshold binarization of integral images. In contrast to well-known scanners, which fail to detect QR code with medium to strong blurring, significant nonuniform illumination, considerable symbol deformations, and noising, the proposed technique provides high recognition rate of 80%-100% with a speed compatible to real-time applications. In particular, speed varies from 200 ms to 800 ms per single or multiple QR code detected simultaneously in images with resolution from 640 × 480 to 4080 × 2720, respectively.
Introduction
Quick Response (QR) codes are widely used for tracking labeled industrial and commercial products, advertising and marketing, sale of goods, identification of business cards, bank accounts, immigration stamps, post mailing, virtual store, and entertainment and, in general, in many situations, where sharing information about any object is required. With the development of wearable and ubiquitous smartphones, QR code scanners are available anytime and anywhere providing quick high density data storage and retrieval of data, which is based on the arrangement of multiple simple geometric shapes over a fixed space. It is very cheap, reliable, and secure way to include information on objects that can be exploited by augmented and mixed reality systems with low requirements to their computational power. Since February 2015, the QR code is regulated by ISO/IEC 18004:2015 standard clarifying previous 4 standards ( [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] and contains detailed information about automatic identification, data capture techniques, and QR symbol specifications of modern versions [1] .
It seems that there exists a tacit assumption that problem of QR code detection and recognition is already solved. However, well-known applications still lack high precision, when the QR code is captured in uncontrolled environments frequently under weak and nonuniform illumination, with significant symbol deformation, rotation, occlusion, noising, and distortion due to perspective. Moreover the detection and recognition of QR code become more challenging, when multiple symbols are present on a given scene.
Most of available commercial applications for QR code identification are very efficient in processing only high quality images, sometimes with slight symbol inclination and distortion. Unfortunately, invariance to symbol rotation and scaling is resolved by manual adjustment and framing by the user as well as simultaneous processing of multiple QR codes with low contrast, variable illumination, and significant distortion is still open problems [2] [3] [4] [5] . A standard structure of QR code ensures compatibility of the information storage and recognition. In Figure 1 , the basic control patterns used for QR code detection are presented. In order to improve performance of QR code scanners, in this paper, a particular attention is given to symbol detection and alignment using primary position detection patterns (PDP) surrounded by separators for position detection patterns (SPDP) [1, 6, 7] . Thus, into QR symbol, the PDP-SPDP patterns situated on its three corners are used for detection of QR code position and orientation in image.
Alignment and timing pattern are used as marker points in order to identify and scan a QR code. Encoded binary data and error correction codewords as a set of small white and black squares are placed into region depicted in gray for simplicity (see Figure 1) .
The main goal of this paper is to improve the most critical processes of single and multiple QR codes identification and alignment in images with variable illumination, presence of noise, and significant distortions of QR symbols. The particular task of QR code content analysis is not considered in this paper. After the position and orientation of QR code is found in image, any standard algorithm may be used for data decoding including if necessary Reed-Solomon error correction [1, 7] . In order to speed up discovering and alignment of QR codes, only three finding patterns will be processed, reducing complexity of detection procedure and providing high precision of identifying multiple QR symbols in images captured in uncontrolled environments. Additionally, the white four-module-wide quiet zone (margin) at all sides of the symbol for its separation from background is not required in the proposed approach.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Firstly, an overview of recent advances and trends for QR code detection, processing, and recognition is presented. Then, following the introduced methodology that integrates existing and novel techniques for QR code identification and alignment, a novel approach is proposed and discussed. Based on results obtained in multiple tests with ad hoc designed framework, the assessment of approach functionality and ability to identify single and multiple QR codes in changing ambient conditions is given. Finally, a critical discussion of performance of the proposed approach, its comparison to recently reported methods, contributions, and future works are presented.
Modern Techniques for QR Code Detection and Recognition
The basic standard procedure for detecting QR code consists of several steps. It is important to select the more critical steps and analyze existing technical difficulties for accurate QR code detection, alignment, and recognition. This information will be used for novel proposals looking for performance improvement of modern QR code processing tool. As usual, the first step consists in the mapping intensity of each color pixel to more appropriate array. Therefore, the functions for this mapping include image size normalization, contrast enhancement, noise reduction, pseudocolored gray scale or integral image generation, local or global image feature extraction in space, frequency, or other domains [8] [9] [10] . In this step, the selection of particular image preprocessing technique determines the expected complexity of QR code scanner as well as precision and speed of symbol detection and recognition. Because QR code consists of black squares on a white background, the binarization of image captured by code scanner is required for fast symbol processing. This step directly defines accuracy of symbol detection and analysis. Due to the fact that QR processing tool will operate in uncontrolled conditions, the binarization methods must be invariant to changes in illumination and nonsensitive to noise. Although there are many high performance image processing techniques for solution of this problem, modern QR code scanners still fail during detection and interpretation of blurred, low contrast, and significantly uneven illuminated symbols [2, 5, [10] [11] [12] .
The next step consists in finding the position detection patterns PDP of QR code, symbol alignment, and correction of distortions that in practice are caused by symbol rotation, skewness, slope, or occlusion. Unfortunately, modern commercial applications used for QR code recognition lack automatic detection of rotated symbols (symbol must be manually framed) and they fail when even slight deformations of QR symbol dimensions are presented [13] [14] [15] [16] . Solution of this problem is a challenging task that should improve existing equipment for QR code processing. Finally, decoding and visualization of stored in QR code information are provided by using Reed-Solomon error correction procedure that supports accurate data recognition even though 7%, 15%, 25%, or 30% of bits of symbol are damaged [7, 17, 18] .
Nowadays, the most widely used approaches for QR code detection and recognition may be subdivided into knowledge-based, feature invariant, template matching, and appearance-based methods. The first group of these approaches includes several methods based on dimensionality reduction, which consider a region of interest as whole entity and try to localize its core components. The use of formalism for knowledge representation and reasoning for solution of complex problems improves accuracy, recall, and increments speed of these methods. Under controlled conditions, they provide good results, but often they are sensitive to rotation and scaling as well as requiring a structured environment [10, 19, 20] .
The second group of techniques uses local features of single pixel or small region (color, gradient, gray value, dimensionality, texture, etc.) invariant to alteration of illumination, noise, scale, orientation, and changes in viewing direction providing robust pattern recognition under different conditions. These techniques are known as Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), Difference of Gaussian Points (DoG), Entropy Based Salient Region detector (EBSR), Harris and SUSAN corner detectors, Intensity Based and Edge Based Regions, Gradient based algorithms, and others. However, the computational complexity of these approaches frequently is too high in real-time applications and, in general, ideal distinctive properties of local features cannot be reached due to the simplicity of features themselves [9, 21, 22] .
The template matching techniques involve the evaluation of similarity of predefined template with image regions during translation of template to every possible position in that image. If the correlation between test region and template is large enough, then detector returns an exact position of region of interest within an image with description of shape and orientation similar to template [2, 23] . Various formal metrics are frequently used to find the location of region of interest into image. The most popular quantitative similarity measures are the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), the Sum of Squared Difference (SSD), and the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC). The SAD and SSD do not require complex computation providing fast and simple template searching process. However, for these measures, some factors like tolerance to deformation, robustness against noise, feasibility of template matching during image distortion, and other factors must be taken into account because they are sensitive to occlusions and variations within template. On the other hand, the NCC measure is more accurate and robust for images under nonuniform illumination, but it is much slower than previous approaches in matching process and it requires high computational efforts if exhaustive search is applied [23] [24] [25] .
Within the group of appearance-based object recognition methods only pattern appearance is used, which is commonly captured by different two-dimensional views of that tested pattern. In some scientific reports the local and global appearance-based approaches are distinguished. The local approaches are used to process regions of interest characterized by corners, edges, and shapes, while the global approaches use color, entropy, moments, and sometimes semantics, which in formal manner may be described by feature descriptors or vectors [26, 27] . The obtained feature vectors are compared to descriptors of previously preprocessed images during recognition and classification processes. In contrast to local approaches, the global approaches transform the whole input image onto a suitable lower dimensional data set that does not require complex and time-consuming processing. Among the global appearance-based approaches the well-known and widely used techniques vary from simple histogram-based statistical ones to more sophisticated dimensionality reduction approaches such as Principle Component Analysis (PCA) or Karhunen-Loève transformation (KLT), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF). Although, in global methods, the information about image structure can be modeled and processed in more suitable and simple way, the encoding size of dimensional data sets is enlarged considerably and the required iterative training and the evaluation processes limit use of these methods in real-time applications [26, 28, 29] .
Taking into account the mentioned classification of modern efficient pattern recognition methods, the following recent and relevant scientific reports for analysis of QR codes are distinguished. One of the common approaches for QR symbol detection is based on analysis of regular componentconnected regions in arbitrarily acquired images using intensity of pixel as discriminator for searching particularly, QR position detection patterns (PDPs) [2, 8, 9] . Then each connected region is labeled using geometrical restrictions among detected components finding the presence of three corners with PDPs. For example, Belussi and Hirata in [8] report the achieved detection rate about 90% on a speed compatible with real-time applications.
The accuracy of QR code detection mostly depends on quality of binarization process. In order to provide invariance of binarization to nonuniform illumination, the statistical-decision Otsu's thresholding method is widely used [13, 30] . For example, Gu and Zhang in [13] proposed fast approach that provides QR symbol detection with its geometric correction of tilt and orientation in images with variable illumination. The recognition rate depends on used binarization and feature extraction techniques. So, using Otsu's method, the approach achieves 90% of recognition rate with average time about 6 ms, while bimodal histogram method assures recognition rate about 80%. Much slower are code detectors implemented using genetic algorithm with average time about 20 ms and adaptive threshold method required 220 ms [10, 13] .
In fact, the approach based on processing image histogram is frequently used for feature extraction. For example, Ciazynski and Fabijanska in [31] propose to exploit correlation between reference and input images of QR code. Firstly, an image is divided into blocks used to build binary map of regions similar and dissimilar to QR code in terms of histogram. Finally, morphological operations are applied to binary map for identifying the QR code in images with different lighting condition, resolution, symbol geometric distortion, and orientation. The achieved recognition rate about 82% and the required average time of 800 ms significantly depend on symbol illumination and orientation.
Some recent methods exploit combination of well-known approaches with the principal purpose to increment recognition rate and processing speed. For instance, Kong in [15] introduces an algorithm for detection of QR symbol with distortion applying perspective correction. High recognition rate of 88.5% is reached using local threshold binarization method with convex hull algorithm for symbol finding and, applying Harris corner detection morphological filtering, the extraction of outline of code is provided with correction of symbol orientation and perspective.
Waghmode and Chhajed in [32] propose interesting solution for treatment of images with low resolution acquired from mobile cameras, where QR code is affected by noise, nonuniform illumination, and distortion. In order to adjust distortions due to perspective, the inverse perspective transformation prior to binarization is applied and then using method of dynamic window is suggested. It provides detection of objects of different sizes and uneven illumination with 100% of recognition rates. Unfortunately, there are no precise specifications of conducted tests for substantiation of such accuracy of QR code detection and recognition.
Due to standard geometry of QR code, the most popular approach for symbol detection is Hough transform [11, 30] . For example, Zhao et al. in [33] propose using Hough transform and Sobel operator to extract edges and find QR code. Next, a space transformation to correct image distortion is applied, achieving precision of recognition about 98.57% with the average time equal to 38 ms. Similarly, the proposal of Chou et al. in [34] consists in localization and segmentation of QR codes with Hough transform, applying then a convolutional neural network used for symbol recognition in images with blur, rotation, and uneven illumination reaching correct detection rate about 95.2%. More similar to the proposed approach, in this paper, it consists of multistage classifier based on Hough transform that improves QR code detection by relying only on the geometry of symbol and its deterministic properties without using complex filters [28] . Its principal advantage is the ability to detect multiple QR codes at random places on arbitrary position and rotation in integral images with correct detection rate at least 95% with average recognition time about 100 ms.
In general, most of mentioned evaluated approaches detect and recognize QR code with sufficiently high accuracy and speed with low impairments in controlled environments. However, they fail with medium to strong blurring, significant nonuniform illumination, symbol deformation, and noising and the simultaneous detection of multiple QR symbols in image is still open problem.
Proposed Approach for QR Code Detection
The methodology for designing high efficient QR code detection and recognition approaches is established by definition of necessary technical requirements, using analysis of applicability of evaluated previously pattern recognition methods as well as taking into account the expectations of conceptual and practical contributions. The main objective is to find PDP (position detection pattern) into SPDP (separator for position detection pattern) within QR code in image (see Figure 1 ) with high speed and precision even though QR symbol may be rotated, partially occluded, distorted (in perspective), or affected by low, nonuniform illumination and noise into uncontrolled environments. The proposed solution consists in generation of regions called binary large objects (BLOBs) of 8 connected pixels. Then BLOB iterative filtering is applied to remove those regions that are not geometrically similar to PDP into SPDP of standard QR code. The proposed approach is described in four steps which are introduced as follows.
Step 1 implies image preprocessing, binarization, and BLOB generation, which then is used for QR code searching according to block diagram presented in Figure 2 . The input image is scaled to dimension of 640 × 480 (due to an acceptable compromise between precision and processing speed) and then the summed area table (integral image) is generated in a single pass over gray scale image according to
(1)
The summed area table represents image cumulative multidimensional probability distribution functions used for computing some features, for example, local means, variances, or Haar-based characteristics required for detection of particular regions of interest. The advantage of processing integral image is high speed of evaluated pixel intensities over any rectangular area using only four array references that are the corners of that rectangle. Binarization of a gray scale image is provided according to (2) , applying to integral image the adaptive thresholding with a mask of size 13 × 13 appropriate for selected image size of 640 × 480. If the value of evaluated point of integral image integral ( , ) is equal or greater than = 0.98 of local mean of = 169 values under 13 × 13 mask, the white pixel white ( , ) is generated in this point position; otherwise a pixel is part of black background.
The coefficient restricts the number of white pixels that form connected components (BLOBs). Only 2% of points with the highest values in the integral image have been accepted for generation of relevant BLOBs useful for specific task of QR code detection. Binarization with adaptive thresholding is very efficient for gray scale images with low contrast and weak and uneven illumination as well as presence of noise [35] . Then each region formed by 8 connected white pixels the random color is assigned to a forming image of colored BLOBs. Every BLOB now may be encompassed by the smallest not rotated rectangle defined by upper left and lower right corners. The list of all BLOBs and their corresponding surrounding rectangles is stored in BlobList.
Following procedure is used for filtering BLOBs with surrounding rectangle particularly, similar to square. So, removing rectangles with height/width relation that are not equal to 1 is provided by using BLOB features as density and ratio defined by
Number of pixels in BLOB BLOB height * width
Empirically selected limits for Density < 0.25 and for Ratio < 0.15 guarantee that filtered BLOBs will be square connected components possibly similar to QR code PDPs even though these patterns may be rotated or in perspective. In Figure 3 , the results of applying the described procedures are shown.
The last important procedure of step 1 is ordering BLOBs in the final squareBlobList according to increasing distance of particular BLOB centroid (center of rectangle that surrounds a BLOB) from origin of binary image with coordinates ( 0 , 0 ).
Step 2 is used to find groups of BLOBs with similar positions of their centroids. Later they will be used to select regions similar to SPDPs that surround searched PDPs in QR code (see Figure 1) . A specific order of BLOBs in squareBlobList arranged by increasing distance between BLOB centroid and image origin is used to reduce the number of grouped BLOBs with the similar distance by applying
BLOBs, which have similar position of their centroids, correspond to situation that smaller BLOB lies into bigger BLOB as PDP lies into SPDP in QR code. Equation (4) groups BLOBs with similar centroid and removes single BLOBs. The final procedure of step 2 selects groups of BLOBs with similar centroid position and labels, which is the biggest and the smallest BLOB comparing their width. The BLOBs in group are ordered from the biggest to smallest one. In Figure 4 , the block diagram of algorithm for grouping BLOBs with similar centroids is shown.
Step 2 returns groups of BLOBs with their similar distance from origin; however, now only groups of BLOBs that are surrounded by other ones must be selected. Thus, step 3 is used to found only such groups of BLOBs with similar centroid positions, where the small BLOB is surrounded by one or more BLOBs of bigger size. Solution of this problem in known approaches is done by computing a ratio between black/white/black/white/black sections of red lines that pass through center of finder pattern as shown in Figure 5 (a). For any QR code, the proportions between line sections are roughly the same (1 : 1 : 3 : 1 : 1) and do not depend on the angle of line that crosses PDP-SPDP group [7] . Another approach used in Open CV consists in detection of 2D polygons applying ratio theorem and identifying three nested contours of finding patterns of QR code [36] . Then four corners of each polygon are determined by measuring the distance between each point on the perimeter and the center of pattern. In order to speed up PDP recognition process in the proposed algorithm, the dimensions of the biggest BLOB that surrounds the smallest ones are defined by three corners A, B, and C as shown in Figure 5(b) . The simplest way to select groups of BLOBs similar to PDP into SPDP is to restrict the area, where smaller BLOBs may be found between horizontal lines with coordinates .1 and .2 and vertical lines with coordinates .1 and .2 of the biggest BLOB. The algorithm for evaluation of possible displacement of smaller BLOB nested into bigger one defined by coordinates of lines .1 , .2 , .1 , and .2 is presented in Figure 6 .
In order to select pair of two BLOBs similar to PDP into SPDP, the relationship of their widths is evaluated (see Figures  5(b) and 6) . Additionally, to assure that inner BLOB is filled and outer surrounding BLOB looks like frame, their Density features are computed as (connected pixels of blob)/(width × height). Finally, the Inner-BlobList (set of found PDPs) is generated.
However, applying the previous 3 steps to image with QR code, more than three nested PDP BLOBs with similar features may be found. Therefore, in step 4, the algorithm presented in Figure 7 filters only three PDP BLOBs required for QR code detection. The features used for filtering are computed by (5) is removed. The resulting PDP-BlobList contains three PDPs ordered by their distances to the origin. In Figure 8 , some examples of applying the described steps of the proposed algorithm for PDP detection are presented. It is important to mention that approach detects PDPs invariant to rotation and distortions. In order to detect orientation of QR code based on three detected PDPs, the following procedure is proposed. In contrast to complex techniques used in well-known systems for code detection [7, 10, 14, 16, 36] , the length of line segments between centers of PDPs and middle of AB, AC, and BC segments are found as shown in Figure 9 (a). The shortest segment (e.g., A-MidBC) indicates that PDP A corresponds to the corner with angle of 90 ∘ . Many applications visualize the detected rectangular triangle so, in the designed application for the proposed approach, the detected triangle also is shown providing information about three detected PDPs as depicted in Figures 9(b) and 9(c) .
The proposed approach can find several separated QR codes in image even though they are rotated or in perspective. If the QR codes are too close to each other, algorithm may fail to distinguish them. The detailed evaluation of the proposed approach is presented in the next section.
Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the proposed approach, various experiments have been conducted with the designed application (framework), whose graphical user interface is shown in Figure 10 . The interface visualizes results of applying the proposed algorithms on each of four steps and it finally shows detected QR code PDPs into SPDPs. In the central part of interface, the results of applying particular steps of the proposed approach are presented. For example, in Figure 10 , detected BLOBs after step 3 are depicted and the obtained Inner-BlobList is shown on the right (section BLOB COUNT). Information about input processed image and its features is presented on the left part of interface. For analysis of precision, sensitivity, invariance to variable illumination, pattern rotation, and distortion including images with noise and blurring, particularly six sets of different tests have been conducted on the computer with Core Duo processor of 3.3 GHz with 4 GB of RAM. More than 200 images have been taken from online collections, which frequently are used in scientific reports to generate datasets for tests [2, 37] . Unfortunately, there are no standard databases for homogeneous evaluation of QR code scanning applications with similar previously labeled images. That is why different authors use proper collections of images.
In the first set of tests, the ability of the approach to detect only one complete nondeformed QR code (with size at least of 25 × 25 pixels) in focus in images of at least 70 × 70 pixels with soft constant illumination without rotation and perspective is analyzed. The approach correctly finds and detects 100% of QR codes in images. It is important to mention that approach does not require selection and alignment of QR code with particular frame, where code recognition is provided.
The sensitivity of the approach to detect patterns in images with weak or uneven illumination is defined by efficiency of used adaptive threshold binarization applied to integral images. In Table 1 , the results of conducted tests with dataset containing more than 200 images with variable illumination are presented. Each column shows the representative image (generalized sample) for particular class with similar illumination, contrast, rotation, distortion, and other impairments. Additionally, the average QR code detection rate per class in whole dataset is presented.
It can be seen that the ability of approach to detect QR code in image with significant illumination variations is very high. Another advantage of the approach is high recognition rate of QR code with rotation and deformation and in perspective as long as the frames of SPDP have no breaks. In Table 2 , some representative examples of tests for evaluation of the approach capability to detect QR codes with distortion are presented.
Obviously, the more unexpected advantage of the proposed approach is detection of multiple QR codes simultaneously. In Table 3 , the results of tests with images containing multiple QR codes are presented. If codes lie too close one to each other, the approach fails to distinguish them. This is due to the fact that the proposed approach has not been designed for detection of multiple codes. This problem may be solved by surrounding each QR code with corresponding rectangle, which will restrict a list of inner PDPs of each code.
As it has been mentioned previously, there is not any standard labeled image database for evaluation of well-known or new applications for QR code detection. However, in order to compare the performance of the proposed approach with modern relevant applications, the following experiments have been carried out. They consist in a comparison of capabilities of the proposed and different commercial applications to detect single or multiple QR codes with rotation, distortion, and variable illumination. The obtained results are resumed in Table 4 , where in the first row the images used in tests are shown. In the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th rows, the results obtained by using commercial QR code scanners are presented. In general, the most applications require manual fitting of rotated QR codes and all of the tested apps cannot resolve QR code with significant distortions or multiple symbols.
Additionally, the time for detection of single or multiple QR codes in images with different dimensions has been evaluated. The obtained results presented in Figure 11 show that the detection time of one QR symbol is in the range of 250-450 ms for images with dimensions from 480 × 420 to 2048 × 1600, respectively. Almost double increment of the detection time (740 ms) is required for images with size 4080 × 2720. The QR code detection time is divided into the time interval for integral image generation, binarization, and PDP detection (about 200 ms) and the time interval for image scaling to dimensions 640 × 480 in step 1 of the proposed approach (which depends on size of original input image). There is no significant difference in detection time between one or more QR symbols. The increment of the time for detecting two, three, or more QR code is about 5% per additional symbol. A designed application based on the proposed approach in average requires 0.5 s for detection of either single or multiple QR symbols that is quite reasonable time for QR code scanners used by human for quick data storage and retrieval.
The proposed binary large object-based algorithm may be useful in many applications, where recognition of geometric patterns is required. For example, 2D geometric patterns may be considered as particular texture that contains 2D grid of easily recognized texture primitives (i.e., PDP in QR code). Using the proposed approach, some experiments have been conducted for association of Microsoft Texture2D resource (set of 2D grid patterns) with 3D models of Microsoft XNA Framework Content Pipeline for generation of 3D scenes as part of developing videogames or generating augmented reality objects [38] . After recognition of a particular pattern, for example, as shown in Figure 12(a) or 12(b) , the selected 3D models are associated (see Figures 12(c), 12(d) , and 12(e)). The capability of the proposed algorithm to recognize geometric patterns with presence of significant variation of illumination, skewness, rotation, and distortion assures correct association of 3D objects with pattern in different positions. Table 4 : Results of QR code detection using the proposed and well-known commercial applications. 
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Conclusion
This paper presents some advances for expanding traditional approaches for QR code detection in real-time applications. The conceptual contribution of this paper consists in development of approach for precise and fast recognition of single and multiple QR codes in images captured in uncontrolled environments, where medium to strong blurring and noising, significant nonuniform illumination, and considerable symbol deformations are presented. Taking into account the advantage of fast and low computational complexity of integral image processing, in the proposed approach, the cumulative multidimensional probability distribution functions are used for computing image local features that define particular regions of interest. Due to the binarization defining a quality of image feature extraction, the adaptive thresholding is applied to integral image with low contrast, presence of noise, and weak and uneven illumination, providing very efficient mapping pixel intensities to appropriate one-dimensional array. In order to detect and recognize QR codes under uncontrolled viewing conditions, a binary large objects-(BLOB-) based algorithm is proposed. Generated BLOBs of 8 connected regions of interest in image are filtered by subsequent iterative processes leaving only such patterns that represent standard QR code symbols. This assures the correct QR code detection, even though QR symbol may be rotated, partially occluded, deformed, skewed by perspective, or affected by illumination impairments and noise. Therefore, by the processing local geometrical features of QR code, the proposed approach achieves recognition rate from 80% to 100% for images acquired in diverse uncontrolled environments with either low or very high resolution and a speed of code detection is compatible to real-time applications. The future works are needed to extend the proposed approach and increase speed and precision of QR code detection particularly, when multiple QR symbols have considerable deformations and occlusions into images with significant uneven illumination and noise that frequently occurred in real-time QR code scanning by mobile devices. From practical point of view, the paper contributes the proposed BLOB-based approach for single and multiple QR codes detection, which may be used as promising framework for development of novel high performance systems for recognition of 2D patterns.
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